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"Introduction
This is the formal agreement between IMIMG and Ovum for the production of the Eurie '93
Handbook.
Contents
The Handbook will be designed to answer the questions which users will be asking in the light
of the Euro-ISDN event, Eurie '93. Much of the effort will be focused on achieving a clear and
high quality presentation, ensuring that users can readily find and understand the information
they need. We propose the following specification for the contents of the Handbook, based on
that drawn up by IMIMG members in Dublin.
1 The Euro-ISDN Event
Background to the Event, the work of IMIMG. Overview of Euro-ISDN. A description of each
application being demonstrated in the Event: the application itself, the hardware and software,
the network access, the locations where the application is being used, the times and places ,
where the application can be seen and contact details for further information.
2 Euro-ISDN services
Geographic coverage of ISDN (% of lines; cities), current and planned over the next five
years. Availability of bearer and supplementary services and teleservices in each country,
current and planned. International connections and the services supported on each route,
current and planned. Pre-Euro-ISDN services.
3 Euro-ISDN tariffs
Overview of European ISDN tariffs (in ECUs) and comparison with PSTN. Each country's
ISDN tariffs in detail (in local currency).
4 Euro-ISDN customer systems
Comprehensive catalogue of Euro-ISDN equipment: PBXS, multiplexers, voice handsets, PC
cards, PC applications, temiinal adaptors, Group 4 fax, video phones. We aim to make the
catalogue as complete as possible and will talk to and include the products of at least 100
equipment suppliers. (Should IMIMG members feel that particularly important suppliers are
being excluded, they will be able to nominate them to be included in addition.) We shall
identify the Euro-ISDN equipment they expect to have approved and available in each country
by the end of 1994. The main catalogue will be orgarused by supplier; listings by country and
by equipment type will also be provided. This chapter will also include an overview of
equipment trends, including pricing.
5 Euro-ISDN contact points
Appropriate names, addresses, telephone and fax numbers for operators, equipment
suppliers, type approval bodies and test laboratories. "

